e11.6 ELLIPTICAL
Domestic› FMEL84410
International› FMEL84410-INT
Domestic TV› FMTV84410
International TV› FMTV84410-INT

FEATURES & BENEFITS
10” Full-Color Touch Screen with Browser
Powered by Android™ › Browse the web* during
any workout! With the built-in 10” full-color touch screen
and browser Powered by Android™, every FreeMotion®
Cardio machine delivers the ultimate motivation to your
gym members. Now, they can check the news, read email,
watch sports highlights, get on Facebook® and more! Plus,
with wireless connectivity and a USB connection, console
software is upgradable for the life of the product.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
New Workout Features

iFit Live™ Technology Built-In, 10” Touch Screen with
Browser Powered by Android™

Dimensions (LW)

89” x 30” (226 cm x 76 cm)

Weight Capacity

400 lbs. (181 kgs)

Warranty

Lifetime Frame, 3-Year Parts & Labor,
1-Year Touch Screen & TV

Built-In Wireless
Controls

Cardio Theater, Broadcastvision™ Entertainment,
MYE™ Entertainment, CardioVision, Fantaay™,
FreeVision™ HDTV

iFit Live™ Technology Built-In › Get smarter workouts
and faster results with iFit Live™ Technology. Featuring
workouts Powered by Google Maps™, training with Jillian
Michaels and personalized, goal-specific programs, this
wireless technology is the ultimate workout experience!
Speed, incline, decline or resistance controls automatically
adjust to match terrain and maximize results. Now, users
can customize their own fitness program, receive automatic
workout downloads and manage their profile online.
Incline/Decline Ramp › Target more muscle with the
exclusive design of this front drive elliptical. The adjustable
ramp modifies the pedal path with inclines up to 20° that
mimic a stepper movement, targeting calves and quads.
The -3° decline replicates a skier motion to focus on glutes
and hamstrings.

877.363.8449 › www.freemotionfitness.com
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17” FreeVision™ HDTV – Optional Upgrade › Add
motivation to any workout with this optional upgrade. A wide
viewing angle and dynamic contrast and color saturation
combine for a beautiful picture. Individual product TVs deliver
a more personalized, entertaining workout for every user. The
FreeMotion® Cardio consoles feature integrated TV controls and
are prewired for a fast and easy upgrade.
Rear-Access Design › To maximize floor space and increase
user safety, the e11.6 Elliptical was built with a rear-access
design. It saves space and allows the user to enter and exit the
machine in one easy step.
Natural Footpath › The unique footpath of this elliptical
features an extra-long stride length and close pedal arrangement
so the user feels comfortable and natural throughout each stride.
ERS™ Electronic Resistance System › Instantly adjust the
resistance with this sophisticated system. Engineered to be quiet
and smooth, ERS™ delivers accurate, consistent resistance at the
touch of a button.
Set-a-Goal Workout Center › Users can personalize
workouts with this built-in training center. Simply input distance,
time or calorie targets and the e11.6 Elliptical adjusts the
resistance to reach the goal!
Built-In Wireless Controls › Connect each machine
wirelessly to Cardio Theater, Broadcastvision™ Entertainment,
MYE™ Entertainment, CardioVision and Fantaay™ audio
broadcasting. Built-in compatibility eliminates the need for other
hardware or wires.
Daisy Chain Compatible › Connect up to 4 cardio resistance
machines (bike, elliptical or strider) to 1 outlet with the optional
power cable. Ideal for locations with minimal power outlets, this
feature aids in product placement throughout the fitness room(s).
Entertainment Charging Station › Charge an iPod®**,
MP3 Player or phone during any workout with this convenient
charging station. A headphone jack allows the user to listen to
their music and Jillian Michaels during an iFit Live™ Workout.
*Web browsing feature can be disabled.
**iPod is a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
iPod® not included.
***Wireless chest pulse strap not included.

Other Features
› 22” Stride Length
› 9 Built-In Workouts, Manual Mode
› 20 Digital Resistance Levels with In-Handle and 1-Step™ Controls
› In-Handle Incline/Decline Ramp Controls
› Quiet Flexonic® Belt Drive System
› Upper-Body Workout Arms
› Oversized, Traction-Control Pedals
› 4” AutoBreeze™ Workout Fan
› Dual-Grip Heart Rate Monitor
› Compatible with Polar® Wireless Chest Strap***
› 17” FreeVision™ HDTV – Optional Upgrade
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